
  

Introduction Of Pop Vinyl & Bobble Heads 

    Funko is the brainchild of Mike Becker, who founded the 

company in 1998.  Funko creates pop culture toys such as plush 

toys, vinyl figures, action figures, and the product that they 

are well known for the bobble head, which the produce over a 

thousand different ones.  Becker came up with the idea for Funko 

after he decided that he wanted to create nostalgic toys that 

are low tech in a world that has become so high tech.   

    The first bobblehead, which was manufactured, was Big Boy 

from the restaurant chains.  This was when he created the bobble 

heads that are called Wacky Wobblers.  Since then the company 

was sold in 2005 and is now run by Brian Mariotti.  After his 

takeover, Funko has gotten major deals with WWE, Marvel, 

Lucasfilm, Disney, and Warner Bros, just to name a few.  These 

products have gone worldwide, and just the bobble head sales 

exceed over ten million.   

    Funko’s first line of toys was the bobble head or Wacky 

Wobblers as they call them. Like all Funko products, these were 

made for fans of movies, TV shows, and anyone that loves pop 

culture.  These popular toys come in sets like The Walking Dead, 

The Big Bang Theory, or Sons Of Anarchy.  The also sell great 

individual ones like Batman (Adam West and Christian Bale), 

Freddy Kruger, Edward Scissorhands, and Spiderman.  They also 



sell pop culture icons Tony the Tiger and Cap’n Crunch.  These 

are one Funko’s signature item and are still a great seller.   

    There is also another set of toys that are available in 

bobble heads from Funko they are called Pop Vinyl.  If you don’t 

know what these are, you have probably been living under a rock 

because these can be seen in so many stores like, Wal-Mart, 

Target, Hot Topic, and Barnes and Nobles.  These can be 

recognized the dialogue bubble with “POP!” on the box.  What 

makes these different than the other bobble heads is their 

heads.  They are modeled after the style of Japanese chibi, 

which gives its characters oversized features.  That is why the 

pop vinyl toys have over size heads, big black eyes, and have a 

square like body.   

    These also come in all different kind of character that are 

from pop culture and have an array of categories that you can 

choose from on their site.  There are Pop animation, Disney, 

games, heroes, Marvel, movies, sports, Star Wars, and TV 

sections and with over three hundred to choose from everyone can 

find the character they want.  These characters are great for a 

gift because they're fun and aren’t that expensive as are all of 

the Funko products.   

    If you are a big collector of their products, then you can 

join the Funko FunKlub, which allows you to order directly from 

their site.  For sixteen dollars, you get this privilege, and 



you get a membership kit that includes an exclusive toy, 

stickers, and a pencil set.  Just download the form and fill in 

you information and the questionnaire, and you can become an 

exclusive member of the Funko FunKlub.              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 


